Characterization of Color Images with Multiscale Monogenic Maxima.
Can we build a feature-based analysis that fully characterizes images? The literature answers with edge-based reconstruction methods inspired by Marr's paradigm but limited to the greyscale case. This paper studies the color case. A new sparse representation is carried out with the monogenic concept and the Mallat-Zhong wavelet maxima method. Our monogenic maxima provide efficient contour shape and color characterization, as a sparse set of local features including amplitude, phase, orientation and ellipse parameters. This rich description takes the wavelet maxima representation further towards the wide topic of keypoint analysis. We propose a reconstruction process that retrieves the image from its monogenic maxima. While known works all rely on constrained optimization, implying an iterative use of the filterbank, we propose to interpolate the data in the feature domain by exploiting the visual knowledge from the feature-set. This direct retrieval is accurate enough so that no iteration is required. The main question is finally answered with comparative experiments. It is shown that a reasonably small amount of features is sufficiently informative for visually appealing image retrieval. The features appear numerically stable to rotation, and can be intuitively simplified to perform image regularization.